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   THE 28TH OF OCTOBER 1940,A HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE 
   *****************************************************  
            By Professor Michael C. Geokas 
 
The conflict between the Fascists and Greece, started in         
effect with an unprovoked attack, on August 15, 1940.The         
setting was the annual  Celebration of the Holy Mother         
(TisPanagias)intheIsland of TINOS. By tradition the Greek Navy 
takes part in the Celebration and in 1940 the Light Cruiser "ELLI", 
was anchored in Tinos awash in decorations from Stern to 
Bow(MegasSimeostolismos).  
A Fascist Submarine torpedoed ELLI IN TINOS and Greek         
Navy frogmen soon recovered fragments of the torpedoes:         
they were of Fascist manufacture and bore unmistakable         
serial identification numbers.THIS EVENT CREATED PANDEMONIUM       
AMONG THE GREEK PEOPLE.  
 
Subsequently,in the early morning hours of the 28th of         
October the Fascist Ambassador presented the Prime         
Minister of Greece,with an atroceous ultimatum demanding         
unconditional surrender. The answer was "ΟΧI", and he         
immediatelly called the king. Following this, he made a         
scintillating Radio Address to the Nation, and then the         
king did the same, general mobilization was immediately         
ordered and was completed without a hitch. Greece was the         
only country in Europe where the war was greeted with         
enthusiastic demostrations in the streets of the capital,         
with shouts from a huge crowd in front of the British         
Embassy,"War..War..give us weapons..give us weapons"... 
 
-The Fascist Army invaded Greece at 6:30 a.m. that         
morning. After their initial push, the Fascists were         
beaten by a stormy counterattack of the Greek Army         
and were pushed back well into Albania, during a         
ferocious winter, which produced more casualties from         
frostbite, than from the fighting itself. 
 
-The day of the Fascist invasion, October 28th,Hitler         
arrived in Florence Italy, to meet Mussolini who had kept         
the invasion plans secret from him. At the gaily         
decorated Florence railroad station, Hitler found         
Mussolini strutting along the platform with a merry glint in his 
eye, shouting: "Fuehrer, we are on the march!Victorious Italian 
troops crossed the Greco-Albanian Border at dawn today". According 
to accounts(Robert Payne 1973) Hitler was furious but controlled 
himself,and said litle, about an invasion doomed to failure. 
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On the other hand,unbeknownst to Mussolini Hitler was already 
obsessed with OPERATION BARBAROSSA, the invasion of the Soviet     
Union, which for him had taken on the aspect of a cosmic         
thunderclap,which would stun and silence the whole world.  
On December 18, 1940 Hitler dictated Directive No.21, to crush 
Russia in a quick campaign, and all preparations were to be ready 
BY MAY 15, 1941. However,on the night of March 26, 1941, a palace 
revolution in Belgrade toppled the pro-Axis Prince Paul from the 
throne and placed prince Peter as Head of State. A furious Hitler, 
shouted "I will make a clean sweep of the Balkans".It took him five 
weeks,until the end of April 1941, to subdue and secure Greece and 
the Greek islands. 
 
-Twenty four divisions were diverted to southeastern Europe for 
minor conquests and it was already two weeks past the date,when he 
had expected to launch operation Barbarossa. 
 
-At the end of March 1941, he had to set a new date, June 22, 1941 
for Barbarossa to begin. This proved to be fatal and produced the 
loss of the Russian campaign and some say the loss of the war. 
 
THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THE GREEK CONTRIBUTION  
*********************************************** 
-The victory of the Greek Army and the repudiation of Mussolini, 
who kept changing the top commanders of his army to no avail, 
literally astonished the world. Greece was attacked after the fall 
of France and the Axis Powers were seemingly unbeatable then. 
 
-Europe was under their feet and England was striving to survive 
under constant air attacks.Isolationism in America was rampant.  
Thus, the Greek heroism, against all odds was the first glimmer of 
hope for the allies. The axis... was not invincible after all. 
 
-However, the most important,albeit unplanned contribution of the 
Greeks to victory in the second world war, was this: 
 
-In order to subdue the Greeks Hitler wasted five precious weeks 
from Barbarossa. As fate would have it, winter in Russia came early 
in 1941. The last three weeks in October,-heavy rain, snow 
showers,damp and penetrating mists-made movement impossible two 
days out of three. On November 15th, five weeks late the final 
attack against Moscow started, with a large number of army and 
Panzer divisions. 
 
-They advanced to 25 miles from the center of Moscow, but by 
December fourth the thermometer fell to 40 below Celsius and the 
breechblocks of rifles froze solid;oil in the sumps of tanks and 
cars had the consistency of tar and the engines would not 
start.Butter had to be cut with a saw. Only grenades would work. 
The Nazi troops were half drunk with Schnapps, frostbitten, and 
riddled with dysentery. 
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-The Nazi soldiers were without winter clothing,and supplemented 
their uniforms with denim combat overalls,whose loose folds were 
filled with screwed up paper to keep warm. 
-Then, in the middle of this misery, the Soviets unleased their 
counterattack with seventeen armies, especially with 25 Siberian 
Divisions, dressed in white quilted uniforms, lavishly equipped and 
riding on the famous t-34 Russian Tanks,that functioned perfectly 
in the cold. The Nazis retreated in panic, and Moscow was saved. 
This was the first major defeat for them.   
 
-IN SUMMARY:The five weeks delay, was the greatest, indirect and 
unplanned,contribution of the Greeks to the allied victory. This 
contribution has gone largely unappreciated, because the Greeks 
were not strong enough in public relations and were greatly 
distracted after the war. 
 
-Closer to home: what did this mean for the Greek-American 
community at the time? It meant a great deal.The stock and the 
standing of the Greek-Americans went sky high, due to the exploits 
of Greece in 1940. And this is what we are celebrating today.  
 
-Finally, what did turkey do during all this time? She stayed 
strictly neutral. Moreover, the Nazi Embassy in Ankara was a 
beehive of activity for the fomenting of revolt all over the Middle 
East such as: in Iraq, in Persia,in Palestine and in Egypt. The 
famous diplomat Von Papen, was the Nazi envoy to Ankara, at the 
time. 
 
-This is why celebrations like this, are important. We should make 
every effort individually and collectively, to remind the world, 
that Greece has always been on the side of America and its allies, 
when push comes to shove.  
 
-And that, this has not been true for greece's neighbors, except of 
course, for old Yugoslavia. We should also emphasize, that this is 
not the end of history, and that faithful allies with proven, 
crystalline loyalty are still invaluable, and that they should be 
rewarded by the west and especially by the united states, with 
continuing support, for their legitimate rights.  
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